
We’re not a survey platform. We’re not 

consultants. We’re that and more. Our 

unique combination of Methodology + 

Technology + Services helps you find out 

what’s really going on with your people and 

create the change your business needs to 

move forward. We don’t just hand you a 

bunch of survey results

and send you on your way.  We pair you 

with a People Insights Consultant — a 

trusted advisor who guides you along your 

journey. Your consultant provides you and 

the broader executive team with thought 

partnership, clear guidance, and 3rd party 

perspective on org-wide wins and risks in 

the assessment results.

EMPLIFY CONTINUES WHERE 
OTHERS STOP. 

OUR CUSTOMERS VALUE THE DATA AND DELIVERY.

Engagement product that’s actually helping 
us understand our employees!

This product is very easy to roll out and the information it 

pulls in is very specific and valuable. But to me, the real value 

is our Emplify partner who walks us through the results, helps 

us understand what our employees are saying, and gives us 

recommendations.

- G2 Crowd reviewer
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Simple assessments for employees. 

Fast guidance for executives. 

Actionable coaching for managers.

Use feedback from your people to 
develop leaders and drive success.



Visit emplify.com for a product walk-through today.

Gather
employee feedback

Discover people insights

Align your 
executive team

Equip managers 
to act

WITH EMPLIFY, YOU GET THE DATA YOU NEED FOR THE CHANGE YOU WANT.

OUR METHODOLOGY IS PROVEN

We started Emplify because the alternatives were leaving strategic people leaders hanging. 

Tech-friendly surveys are simple and fast, but they create survey exhaustion and don’t drive 

change on their own. Consultants-for-hire are credible and can provide expert guidance, but 

they’re methods are pricey and their advice often comes months too late. Our methodology 

is designed to bring the best of technology and consulting under one roof.

Everything we do is bound by a methodology that drives Employee Engagement, 

Organizational Change, and Individual Growth.

ENGAGEMENT ASSESSMENT

Our standardized survey quantifies employee 

engagement levels and measures the 

presence of 17 underlying factors that drive 

engagement. The Engagement Assessment is 

statistically reliable, routinely validated by 

Ph.D. experts, and takes 7 minutes for 

employees to complete.

DYNAMIC FEEDBACK

Using AI technology, employees’ quantitative 

results are calculated within seconds of 

completing the Engagement Assessment and 

they are immediately prompted with a follow 

up question on a key topic.

PEOPLE INSIGHTS CONSULTANTS & COACHES

Our team is dedicated to helping you succeed. Unlike typical software support, our 

Services team will become deeply familiar with your organization and goals. Consultants 

will provide you and the broader executive team with thought partnership, clear guidance, 

and 3rd party perspective. Coaches will help your managers with their teams’ assessment 

results, as well as through ongoing, one-on-one leadership training.


